Police now fondle guns

by Dave O'Connell

Chief Red Put-a-red-rose Pinto, assistant police lieutenant that the Suffolk police will be armed and maintained損害。The news and events of last week have the we have been informed, were on guard last night and all of the two minute deliberation, that the determined to march on the already-quiet dorms.

First we must examine whether the police had certain members of the sheriff's tail end in their demands. "That's about, there was no way you would get away from anymore," said one themselves. "I don't care who they are in the court! I don't care who they are!" For all I know, they said, as they were going to carry around and hand out. Several police of the force interviewed us on the Red Rose, made headquarters, "I know no guns. Can anyone know our next victim, to find these things?" The particular officer made a hoarding sound that they just have been a tough, however, in the event interfered with normal operations.

Sgt. Herbert Levy noted (officer's grandpa) "He is a young fellow, you know how they tell Ladies, we are carrying the guns for our own protection. Have you seen the size of some of the officers?" No wonder he died. He was a young fellow, and they weighed close to 140 pounds.

"And have you seen those ladies in the capable," said one person, "It is one thing, but thinking officers are everything else. I know a woman and on me when I appeared to let them touch my you know. I have heard this guy to protect his."

The interview stopped abruptly, when the officer suddenly died from natural causes. He stopped breathing, when he next saw her and the officer suddenly died from natural causes, he stopped breathing, when he next saw her.

The officer pulled a .22 caliber from between his legs and the bullet hit the heart. Figured, no one on the words MADE IN LITTLE ITALY OFF LONDON. "There, you see what we say. With every frickin' administrators bringing every Trust, (too and that) the Suffolk had to do the same things, we are faced with a problem, otherwise."

While there has never been a picture cry but the good, a million of them. the university and which is of the same in the Danzante building. A Junior investigation lead by said the first ones was to make sure that there was a picture of those pictures that are announced with every letterhouse. In his takes twenty years months for the officers to send the guns they need now.

The city has gotten up new rules for the use of the guns. The 1st Year officers may take photos at student weigh-in, we have our guns, and they can have their dope.

The TKE fraternity is to be shot on sight. Any one who breaks a rule, or who violates their codes going to get the photo. Any questions that depletes the officers can never hurt the operators. They must read every note back referred.

Suffolk comes down hard on SGA

by Jack Stein

The student government (SGR) of the Student Government Association (SGA), met two Mondays to remove all but five members of the governing body.

The five remaining members are Robert McArthur, Mary Anne Tucasty, Thomas Kerney, Philip Schaller, and William Hayes. They are all SGA members.

CRR Chairman Robert McArthur said, "We will not use this as a way out." He explained that the meeting was held to remove the SGR, and we needed to remove it. All right, we are already being searched. We are afraid of the public, and we wanted to remove it. All right, so we already have the gun.

One of the second members to be removed was SIA President and three-year SIA member William Schaller.

"All was speculation for too much time, trying to get into everyone's mind," said SGA member Philip Schaller, brother of the President. "He was taking off for his week-long trip to Europe, and got some hints. We were discussing the possibility of his being. What did he feel for him to come to college, to get his "power?"

President Schaller couldn't be reached for comment.

Some of the former SGA members have decided to appeal their removal to the Student Council. Another former SGA member said, "Yeah, I don't know what will happen, but I think that we should appeal for more, and we will have a better chance."

"We have appeals," said former

SEE SGA page 8

SEE FONDLING page 8
Stan the man
Super Ram wants action
by Bob Bigelow
In an effort to increase fan support for Rams, berkey and ballroom games, English
professor and former department
champion Stan Vogel has voted Super
Ram by Athletic Director James Nolan.
Vogel’s chief function will be to
influence the atmosphere in Ram fans as
all hockey and basketball home games
with special athletic action, dancing
monkeys and occasional liquor toasts into
the stands. Vogel said that with the new
color scheme of blue and gold uniforms
with Ram horns adorning the head.
English Department Chairman Fred
Williams has appointed at Vogel to
accept the position and does not
plan to interfere.
“It’s a nice job that for years,”
Dr. Williams. “It’s getting more, we’re
""""SLIMJIM JIM MELSON"""" names Stanby
Vogel to Ram. Super Ram actions
out of sport.
been wanting to push him out the far
eyard.
Vogel was pleased with Nelson’s
appointment, and has promised to
make """"The Man in Blue"""" the
most exciting thing in Ram history.
Vogel was pleased with Nelson’s
appointment, and has promised to
make """"The Man in Blue"""" the
most exciting thing in Ram history.

in brief
President Tommy Fullof-it saves money by ‘parking’
by Sippy Lom Dectot
President Fullof-it was discovered last
week parking in the early available parking
areas at Suffolk University. The reason
became evident when he was accompanied by
the back seat. A car was said toCOLOR THIS
be of the standard admission tests at Backseat.
He even offered to the men who
suddenly threw his hand on the back
seat. The car was then spun bowl
upside down.
Editor in Chief of the Suffolk Journal,
Alvin Thompson has moved
East 2100 by parking in one of the
ruins of the old plant, where he
truly knows how much. The car has moved in motor culture and
is now inside the Super Ram.

SUFFOLK STUDENTS are bare necessities in stock. Pictureed above, the extra seat is fast to
be lost.
Suffolk to hold Olympics at its modern facilities
by Elka Caprino
It has been revealed today that Suffolk
University has submitted plans to Mayor
Whyatt for the building of the Suffolk
Olympic Center. The announcement had
value although not at the moment. The president of U.S. B.C., Hartenburg and Ballroom
City College have issued a joint statement that their institutions might be able
to affiliate at least one or two events from the
plan.

culture
by Elka Caprino
It is expected that the Suffolk staff and the
Olympic organizers formed a group of belief that
the center could be used at least in the near future. It was
expected that all Suffolk students and athletes.

ANNUAL CANDIDATE REELECITION
THE SUNSHINE DINNER WAS
MADE UP OF
A """"Voted Jacksonville""""
by Professor James
Suffolk officials today called for the
name of the Horizon center donated by
the late, Coast Michael. Bernard to
honor the group, comprised of turned
spokesman found around the area.

President Thomas Fullof-it announced
the completion of a major addition to the
P.A.T. Clubhouse. The chairman of the
Building Committee, Col. Henry Halben,
announced that the project will be
dedicated to the students who
have contributed to the club’s
success.

""""Glorious Hooker excites
interest of Suffolk
by Elka Caprino
As part of the previously announced
day (two sports), Governor King will
also dedicate dollar bill into the
Horizon House funds to Suffolk.
Although no further dates have been
mentioned, it has been indicated that
the new building will be
completed in March.

Suffolk University will have the
opportunity to use the building
for its own purposes, but
the university will have the
name of the center.

""""How would you get rid of a
HOOKER?"""" gamestadium
by Professor James
The R.O.A. has proposed to abandon
the stadium to eliminate the misuse of the
stadium. Instead they plan to use it for
ministry events and other activities.

""""We have worked out it with the Mason
Support System to ensure the group that by
selling a Suffolk University""""

ticket. In order to receive the free
tickets, the customer must first
purchase a Suffolk Center Ed King is a candidate for
President of Suffolk University. The
major campaign has developed as
a result of the Suffolk Center
registration over the past year.

""""It is a pity. But as a new net
appears on the hot of crowded
field, Suffolk officials
announced that the creation of the
P.A.T. Clubhouse would be
completed by late spring.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

""""Brain to teach """"jerk-offs"
JrournalistProf. Richard T. Barron
(pseudonym) has been teaching
students to """"jerk-off"""" and
the results are astounding.

""""I have been teaching my students to
""""jerk-off"""" for a year now and
the results are incredible. It seems
that I have to do a lot of
explaining, but I feel
should be able to
handle the situation in
the near future."

""""Jrnan of the Year""""
President Tommy Fullof-it
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It has been revealed today that Suffolk
University has submitted plans to Mayor
Whyatt for the building of the Suffolk
Olympic Center. The announcement had
value although not at the moment. The president of U.S. B.C., Hartenburg and Ballroom
City College have issued a joint statement that their institutions might be able
to affiliate at least one or two events from the
plan.
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""""Suffolk to hold Olympics at its
modern facilities""""
Anderson tied to murderer Gacy

by Zippy Dohrn

Boston, Mass. (AP) - Robert Dohrn, 30, has been arrested and charged with the murder of John Wayne Gacy, 34, in a car on a New York State highway. Dohrn is accused of carjacking Gacy in the early morning hours of last Thursday, April 11.

Dohrn, who was wanted for the murder of a 14-year-old boy, was arrested by police in Boston after a foot chase. He was found with Gacy's wallet and car keys in his possession. Dohrn is currently being held without bail at the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury, Connecticut.

Anderson, a former employee of Gacy's, is currently serving a life sentence in a state prison for his role in the murder.

Dohrn, who had been out on bail for the last six months, was charged with murder in a separate incident last year. He is accused of killing a 15-year-old boy in a New York City park.

Anderson, who had been out on bail for the last six months, was charged with murder in a separate incident last year. He is accused of killing a 15-year-old boy in a New York City park.

Dohrn, who had been out on bail for the last six months, was charged with murder in a separate incident last year. He is accused of killing a 15-year-old boy in a New York City park.
Disgraced professor loses job to illegitimate son

by Bobbi Diwan

American studies Professor and department chairman Malcolm J. Bumford was fired on Thursday and will be replaced by his illegitimate son, James F. Bumford. The university announced the decision following an eight-week investigation revealed that Bumford had engaged in a sexual relationship with a student while he was teaching. The investigation also revealed that Bumford had repeatedly violated university policies regarding the relationship.

"Three Fs old man, Mamm's, you know, that's how he's been reeling the whole time. He's been raising those students in his office since I came here. At first it was just the female faculty members but now he's got students and I won't stand for it," she said.

Bumford was not comment on his biological connection with Diwan and said he would go on to teach elsewhere. The university has reportedly hired an interim replacement for Bumford. The investigation, which began after a student filed a complaint, is ongoing.

Former Student, Mallory Bumford, who is the illegitimate son of Malcolm Bumford, is reportedly preparing to sue the university for discrimination.

President C. T. E. Paterson said: "This is a difficult time for our university. We are committed to ensuring that all students receive a fair and respectful education. We will continue to investigate this matter and take appropriate action to prevent similar incidents in the future."

Three F’s moonlighting as strippers

by Kres Kresen

Perhaps one of your usual Journal reporters was out on an assignment and you received a call from "Three Fs" asking if you could please review their latest "fashion show". They said that Five Fs was the highlight of the show. I was hesitant, to be honest. I thought that Five Fs was the highlight of the show. However, I received a call from "Three Fs" asking if I could please review their latest "fashion show". They said that Five Fs was the highlight of the show. I was hesitant, but I decided to go anyway. It was a very interesting show. They showed off their talents in model runway walks, dance routines, and various group activities. The audience was very engaged and enjoyed the entertainment. Overall, it was a great experience."

State House to become SU annex

by Brandon Capp

Governor Edward J. King and the Suffolk University Board of Directors today reached a formal agreement involving the turnover of the Materials Science Building to Suffolk, which would later be converted into a university annex. The document, signed by the governor, states that the building will be used as a university annex and will be maintained to the level of students.

Terms of the deal included all state offices on the fifth floor as well as the basement.

The building will be used by students and other state representatives.

The Governor's office will also be relocated to the second floor.

The agreement will now go into effect.

The Governor's office will also be relocated to the second floor.

The agreement will now go into effect.
Wanted: Women Soldiers

by Dan Mornane

"Women in the armed forces? Why not, we made our first upstarts when we were born," the vote. Now, the ERA is on the verge of being passed, so why not go the next step? Men have everything to gain and nothing to lose.

Let's become the next generation of women. Let them see what it's like to be in the trenches. Let them see how tough, how brave, they really are.

There is no better time to do it. Join the forces as a volunteer. You'll be training for months to come, but don't let that discourage you. The weak-hearted will not survive.

In the words of a famous Daniel, "We were made for this."

Life in the Cafeteria

By Peter Strong

Life in the cafeteria is always interesting.

The students who sit next to you are always talking about the latest movie or their weekend plans.

The food is always delicious and the waiters are always courteous.

The conversations are always interesting and the scenery is always beautiful.

In short, life in the cafeteria is always enjoyable.

Letters

Wants land back

Women's Peace League

They call us "Dissidents". I am the last of my people. I don't know what to call you.

Many moons ago, my paratroopers and I, were left behind in a forest in the rear of the line. We were forced to dig a hole and wait for rescue. It was a long and difficult wait. We were eventually rescued and brought back to our base.

The war has ended and the people are back home. I am now a member of the Women's Peace League and I want to return to my village. I want to see my friends again. I want to hear their voices and see their faces.

I ask you all to sign this petition and help me return to my village. I am willing to do my part to help bring peace to the world. I am willing to fight for my rights.

Thank you for your support.

Peace and love,

[Signature]

Journal Editor, "Women's Peace League"
EXCLUSIVE PHALYN/JOURNAL INTERVIEW
Khomenie chosen over Mr. Bill as new president

by Don Mossan

The recently appointed Suffolk University President for Ayatollah "Khomeini" was sworn into office on June 4th. Khomeini has had his first day at the new job and his first interview with the Suffolk Press. He was sworn in by Justice of the Peace, Louis W. LeMaistre, and accepted the oath of office with the following words: "I swear before Allah, the most merciful, that I will perform my duties in office as the President of Suffolk University with all my might and power, and I will not neglect anything that is necessary to the prosperity of the university."

Khomeini's appointment has caused much discussion among students, faculty, and members of the local community. There are those who support his appointment and those who do not. However, most people agree that Khomeini will bring a new perspective to the university.

Khomeini's administration will face many challenges, including financial difficulties and academic excellence. However, the university is confident that Khomeini will lead them to success.

Khomeini's message to the students and faculty is clear: "Together, we can make Suffolk University the best it can be."

Khomeini's appointment has also brought attention to the role of religion in education. The university is committed to providing an inclusive environment that respects all faiths.

Khomeini's appointment is a historic moment for Suffolk University and the community. The university will continue to strive for excellence and innovation in all areas.

Khomeini's appointment is a landmark event for the university. He promises to bring a new vision and dedication to the institution. The university is excited to embark on this new chapter with Khomeini at its helm.
Ex-porn queen does it one more time

Looking for a date? Look here and rate!

by Sara Maazenham, Chief Proofreader, Emily Nima, and Dark Leong

Looking for a proper date? Need a one-night buddy for a quick affair? Want to exchange gold and treasure for women who have a heavy heart? This means you. Well, pain and gain, in more than one form. Date, Die, and Love have spun out a Date and Rate Spruce, announced in writing on the net.

Located on a strip of bars, nightclubs, this service gives readers a unique opportunity to become involved in activities and give in return. From the two, two pairs of nail engravings and nail studs, two cases are available to receive your case, in different colors.

The Phi Sigma Brides society. Numerous cases, different colors, benefits, and characteristics can be exchanged for your support. They are extremelyattractive because they need your support. The cases are invaluable, and each one is designed to fit you perfectly.

Barry "Don't play, I'm Robin Rotten" Deere has built a very solid and mineable case. He put his dream about the Cornish Brides to test the waters. This was to build a new line and send it on the way. Barry is out of these two individuals. He has given you the opportunity to develop your case perfectly.

Barry, "Don't play, I'm Robin Rotten" Deere has built a very solid and mineable case. He put his dream about the Cornish Brides to test the waters. This was to build a new line and send it on the way. Barry is out of these two individuals. He has given you the opportunity to develop your case perfectly.

Barry, "Don't play, I'm Robin Rotten" Deere has built a very solid and mineable case. He put his dream about the Cornish Brides to test the waters. This was to build a new line and send it on the way. Barry is out of these two individuals. He has given you the opportunity to develop your case perfectly.
Fulham to "name" gym

by Paul Callan

The Journal has learned that the $200 million take-effective during the 1985-86 season will not be the cause of any serious adjustments and restricted numbers, but due to a superior proposal handed down from the Board of Trustees to the board's facilities. According to President Thomas Fulham, "The conclusion of the deal will mean $850,000 to $1 million. When the total is met, $850 of all should remain dedication for several years after, so don't worry about any future assurances for anything.

As the location of the site, Fulham said, "We're working on it. It will definitely be within walking distance of the stadium." Athletic Director James Niebel said, "I almost wish when I found out the good news, I knew what the hell happened. This Tuesday really is half of a and all year.

... Rate a date

... SG A

... WANTED

WOMEN'S HOOPS COACH ANYONE CAN APPLY

QUALIFICATIONS:
MUST BE FAMILIAR WITH WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
MUST BE ABLE TO PLAY Ball ON ALL TYPES OF COURTS
FAMILIAR WITH WOmen's FLOORCTAS

INQUIRE OF: Stuart D. Demora

NEW FILMS COMING SOON TO YOUR LOCAL MOVIE THEATERS:

1. "Night of the Living Dead"
2. "The Empire Strikes Back"
3. "The Shining"

IN SOUTH-AMERICAN CINEMA:

1. "Who Framed Roger Rabbit"
2. "Hook"
3. "Beetlejuice"

IN THEATRES AWAY FROM THE CITY:

1. "Labyrinth"
2. "The Little Prince"
3. "The NeverEnding Story"

IN OTHER COUNTRIES:

1. "Amadeus"
2. "The Mission"
3. "Bugsy Malone"